Temporal jitter disrupts speech intelligibility: a simulation of auditory aging.
We disrupted periodicity cues by temporally jittering the speech signal to explore how such distortion might affect word identification. Jittering distorts the fine structure of the speech signal with negligible alteration of either its long-term spectral or amplitude envelope characteristics. In Experiment 1, word identification in noise was significantly reduced in young, normal-hearing adults when sentences were temporally jittered at frequencies below 1.2kHz. The accuracy of the younger adults in identifying jittered speech in noise was similar to that found previously for older adults with good audiograms when they listened to intact speech in noise. In Experiment 2, to rule out the possibility that the reductions in word identification were due to spectral distortion, we also tested a simulation of cochlear hearing loss that produced spectral distortion equivalent to that produced by jittering, but this simulation had significantly less temporal distortion than was produced by jittering. There was no significant reduction in the accuracy of word identification when only the frequency region below 1.2kHz was spectrally distorted. Hence, it is the temporal distortion rather than the spectral distortion of the low-frequency components that disrupts word identification.